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guilty decemvir, exclaims, "I believe you!" The effect of
this sudden outcry of the soul was very fine as given by Made-
moiselle Rachel; the intelligence, the indignation, the expres-
sion of passion in the eye of the young tragic actress gave to
these simple words an extraordinary breadth and power.
Though the main argument is not developed in the second
act, these preliminary events prepare the spectator for the
more violent manifestation of the passion of Appius Claudius
and for the final catastrophe.
The third act is skillfully and boldly written, though, the
poet diverges from the path of history to add new interest.
The chaste maiden is not permitted to await the sentence of
the judge in the hallowed and safe retreat her father's house
affords. She must be exposed to the horrors of a night pass-
ed in the power of her licentious persecutor ere she passes
from a life of innocence through the gates of a violent death.
The finale of the third act,-when old Fdbius, anxious for the
honor of his client's daughter left to his charge, whispers,
"Take this steel;" and Virginia answers, "I am free," ex-
cited great applause. Another passage in which Mademoi-
selle Rachel produced an extraordinary sensation is that where
Virginia, confronted with Maxime, who claims her as his slave,
exclaims thrice, and each time with, increased indignation,
"He lies! he lies 1 helical"
At the rise of the curtain in the fourth, act it is night, and
the iron lamp casts its beams over the desolate home. Vir-
ginius, who has, in blissful unconsciousness, escaped all the
snares laid by his enemies, returns from the army: Full of
hope and joy, ignorant of the death of his son-in-law, of the
danger of his daughter, he enters his home. The manner in
which the evil tidings are communicated by Pdbius to the
wretched parent, the despair of the two friends, the terrible
suspense while thought recoils and hesitates between the two
equally to be dreaded alternatives of the death or dishonor of
the beloved maiden, show dramatic skill. The return of Vir-
ginia, still pure, to the arms of her father, is very effective, and
her narrative of the events of the night afford scope to the
poetical genius of the author. The fine description of the
•wooing of the decemvir and the suicidical threat of the maid

